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Outline

• The origins of the «replication» crises

• Many definitions and aspects of replication, reproducibility, robustness etc.

• Some of the factors contributing to the crises

• Well-documented in fields like psychology, what about ecology and evolution ?

• Transferability as another way to look at replication

• Some ways forward – reforming education and scholarly publishing



The mean effect size of the replication effects was half the 
magnitude of the mean effect size of the original effects, 
representing a substantial decline.

97 percent of original studies had significant results (P < .05).
36 percent of replications had significant results



The Economist 2013 



Ironically enough, it seems that one of the most reliable findings in psychology is that 
only half of psychological studies can be successfully repeated.

Main criticisms of replication studies:

1) the replication attempts themselves might be too small.
2) the researchers involved might be incompetent, or lack the know-how to
properly pull off the original experiments.
3) people vary, and two groups of scientists might end up with very different results if 
they do the same experiment on two different groups of volunteers.

(Yong 2018 The Atlantic)

Many Labs 2
14 out of 28 cases

Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich and Democratic (WEIRD)



REPLICATION—THE CONFIRMATION OF RESULTS 
AND CONCLUSIONS FROM ONE STUDY obtained 
independently in another—is considered the 
scientific gold standard.



methods reproducibility
results reproducibility
inferential reproducibility



What factors contribute to 
the crisis?

Misunderstanding and/or 
misuse of statistical
methods contribute quite
«significantly» (P<0.05)

See poster by Sandra 
Hamel







Across the two groups, we found 64% of surveyed researchers reported they had at 
least once failed to report results because they were not statistically significant (cherry 
picking);
42% had collected more data after inspecting whether results were statistically 
significant (a form of p hacking) and 

51% had reported an unexpected finding as though it had been hypothesised from the 
start (HARKing).

Such practices have been directly implicated in the low rates of reproducible results 
uncovered by recent large scale replication studies in psychology and other disciplines.

The rates of QRPs found in this study are comparable with the rates seen in 
psychology, indicating that the reproducibility problems discovered in psychology are 
also likely to be present in ecology and evolution.

(Fraser et al. 2018 Plos One)



A key distinction, often not made, is between reproducibility among experiments 
conducted at different times, on different systems, or with different methods, and 
reproducibility within the same experiment that could be achieved by increasing sample 
size.

Experiments should be judged on what they tell us about the system under study in a strict 
statistical way. And they should be judged on whether they are ecologically interesting, 
giving information that provides qualitative insights into other systems.

But they should not be judged on whether they can be reproduced to allow quantitative 
statistical comparisons among experiments if this is not their intended design.



Indeed, the agreed wisdom in implementation science is that context effects 
in healthcare are so profound, that we should actually expect to see 
variations in outcome every time we repeat an intervention in a new setting.

In other words, this received wisdom suggests that by definition, differences 
in research outcome should be ascribed to changes in context, rather than a 
failure to replicate an earlier study.



We argue that these conditions constitute sufficient reason to systematically
evaluate the reproducibility of the evidence base in ecology and evolution. In some
cases, the direct replication of ecological research is difficult because of strong
temporal and spatial dependencies, so here, we propose metaresearch projects that
will provide proxy measures of reproducibility



Transferability is a form of inferential reproducibility
(spatial and temporal)



Conclusion: This has been emphasized before…

Fisher (1934) “Statistical Methods for Research Workers”

Page 3: ‘the salutary habit of repeating important experiments, or of carrying out 
original observations in replicate’.

Page 123: ‘confidence to be placed in a result depends not only on the magnitude 
of the mean value obtained, but equally on the agreement between parallel 
experiments’.



Change in statistical education and reviewing process:

The replication crisis in science is often presented as an issue of scientific procedure 
or integrity. But all the careful procedure and all the honesty in the world won’t help if 
your signal (the pattern you’re looking for) is small, and the variation (all the 
confounders, the other things that might explain this pattern) is high.

The big problem in science is not cheaters or opportunists, but sincere researchers 
who have unfortunately been trained to think that every statistically “significant” 
result is notable.

(Gelman 2018)



Change in what is seen as «important research»

The journal aims to publish only novel and exciting papers that will appeal to researchers across 
the field of animal ecology; that is, by advancing current ecological theory and generating insights 
that extend beyond the study system in question. While we appreciate the value of papers 
describing aspects of the ecology or life-history of a single species or that verify previously known 
insights in a new system, we believe that these are more likely to reach their target audience if 
published in the more specialized literature



Beyond ensuring “correctness,” the goal of these efforts, and I would argue their primary goal, should be to 
enable future scientists to build upon the work to go further.

Before attributing difficulties with reproducibility, replicability, robustness, and generalizability to a dim view 
of our fellow scientists as being sloppy, biased, or untrustworthy, it is worth seriously considering the many 
factors— biological, statistical, and sociological— that pose a threat.

Although there is much room for improvement, we must acknowledge that science is a process of learning 
and that it is really freaking hard.


